Keywords: bias bottlenose dolphin community structure maximum entropy network topology social network Network null models are important to drawing conclusions about individual-and population-(or graph) level metrics. While the null models of binary networks are well studied, recent literature on weighted networks suggests that: (1) many so-called 'weighted metrics' do not actually depend on weights, and (2) many metrics that supposedly measure higher-order social structure actually are highly correlated with individual-level attributes. This is important for behavioural ecology studies where weighted network analyses predominate, but there is no consensus on how null models should be specified. Using real social networks, we developed three null models that address two technical challenges in the networks of social animals: (1) how to specify null models that are suitable for 'proportion-weighted networks' based on indices such as the half-weight index; and (2) how to condition on the degree-and strengthsequence and both. We compared 11 metrics with each other and against null-model expectations for 10 social networks of bottlenose dolphin, Tursiops aduncus, from Shark Bay, Australia. Observed metric values were similar to null-model expectations for some weighted metrics, such as centrality measures, disparity and connectivity, whereas other metrics such as affinity and clustering were informative about dolphin social structure. Because weighted metrics can differ in their sensitivity to the degree-sequence or strength-sequence, conditioning on both is a more reliable and conservative null model than the more common strength-preserving null-model for weighted networks. Other social structure analyses, such as community partitioning by weighted Modularity optimization, were much less sensitive to the underlying null-model. Lastly, in contrast to results in other scientific disciplines, we found that many weighted metrics do not depend trivially on topology; rather, the weight distribution contains important information about dolphin social structure.
Network null models are important to drawing conclusions about individual-and population-(or graph) level metrics. While the null models of binary networks are well studied, recent literature on weighted networks suggests that: (1) many so-called 'weighted metrics' do not actually depend on weights, and (2) many metrics that supposedly measure higher-order social structure actually are highly correlated with individual-level attributes. This is important for behavioural ecology studies where weighted network analyses predominate, but there is no consensus on how null models should be specified. Using real social networks, we developed three null models that address two technical challenges in the networks of social animals: (1) how to specify null models that are suitable for 'proportion-weighted networks' based on indices such as the half-weight index; and (2) how to condition on the degree-and strengthsequence and both. We compared 11 metrics with each other and against null-model expectations for 10 social networks of bottlenose dolphin, Tursiops aduncus, from Shark Bay, Australia. Observed metric values were similar to null-model expectations for some weighted metrics, such as centrality measures, disparity and connectivity, whereas other metrics such as affinity and clustering were informative about dolphin social structure. Because weighted metrics can differ in their sensitivity to the degree-sequence or strength-sequence, conditioning on both is a more reliable and conservative null model than the more common strength-preserving null-model for weighted networks. Other social structure analyses, such as community partitioning by weighted Modularity optimization, were much less sensitive to the underlying null-model. Lastly, in contrast to results in other scientific disciplines, we found that many weighted metrics do not depend trivially on topology; rather, the weight distribution contains important information about dolphin social structure. © 2015 The Association for the Study of Animal Behaviour. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
The social network paradigm is increasingly being used to study the behavioural ecology of social animals. It holds the promise of expanding the field from investigations about the presence and fitness consequences of associations to understanding the pattern of associations, including how network structures persist over time or serve ecological functions. For example, whereas researchers have plenty of ideas why animals may be social (e.g. for antipredator defence, foraging) and can demonstrate that one's position in the network can lead to higher fitness (Stanton & Mann, 2012) , it is more controversial to posit functional importance to structural properties of networks themselves. Consider bottlenose dolphins Tursiops spp., where patterns such as triangle-closure, assortativity by sociality, and the presence of 'social brokers' between different subgroups are features that are more than just individual-level tendencies to have a certain number of associates. Hypotheses about the ecological function of such 'social structure' are few and tentative (Pinter-Wollman et al., 2014) , such as facilitating information transmission (Allen, Weinrich, Hoppitt, & Rendell, 2013; Lusseau, 2003) . Behavioural ecology remains significantly challenged by the difficulty of defining and measuring social structure. Here, we try to identify which network metrics may be informative about dolphin social structure, and which are redundant to individual-level differences in sociality, such as individual 
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